Off-Line Inspection

Inspection of Tobacco Packaging

Check the quality of
tobacco packaging
easily and quickly

Ensure tobacco package compliance

PDF check and print sample testing
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Off-Line Inspection

Inspection of Tobacco Packaging

Key features
Comprehensive tobacco package inspection
including artwork and all health warnings — in one
inspection cycle.
HWIT (Health Warning Inspection Tool)
Generates a compliant reference file by merging your

FILE PREPARATION

artwork with all required health warnings.
Ultra-fast PDF proofing
Shortens pre-press inspection time and allows you to
identify mistakes even before producing plates.
Ultra-fast print sample testing
Identifies all relevant print defects in record time —
such as number mix-up, hickies, broken or filled-in
characters.
Pinpoint results
Displays the relevant deviations for an efficient check.
File-to-file, print-to-file or print-to-print comparison

PDF CHECK

Verifies the complete content of your packages — in
any language against a reference file or printed proof.
Predefined parameter sets to select tolerance
Adapts the inspection sensitivity to each job with
one click.
Comprehensive inspection report
Keeps track of inspection results and certifies quality.
Compliance
ISO 9001.

Options
1D code inspection (Barcodes)
2D code inspection (Data Matrix, QR Codes)
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Checks your entire cigarette and tobacco packs —

